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Electronic Etiquette in the Global Community
Professor Lynette Hunter

What I hope to begin to address in the course of this lecture is the impact made by the electronic revolution
on the relationship between the writer and the reader. This revolution has rdtered so many aspects of our
lives over the past few years, whefier or not we actively sit down in front of a computm It has changed the
way we interact with libraries and banks, it has changed the length of queues in shops, and it has dso
changed many of the ways we think about using words, most obviously in the effect it has had on
newspapers and mag~ines.

But the fms of my discussion will b on the effects this revolution has had on

the etiquette or courtesies of the writer/reader interaction, both in terms of the ways texts are made md
receivd

and in terms of the local, specific display of words on a backgroun& whether it be page or screen.
A brief but preeise e.wmple from an email correspondence I held witi an Asian coll~gue, now

working at a bdian

university, will fllu~te

some of the issues. The very first emti that this coll~gue

sent, was to me, last year, in preparation for a conference I was running last summer.
Da Dr. Hunter
Thank you for your recent letter.. ......
I have - I hope – figured out how to use my e-mail account on my new computer :-) and even
learnt some of my daughter’s hightech icons, such as
:-) !!!
Uma Parameswaran
Note that my colleague ends the email with a curious typographic convention, :-), which is died a
smiley or emoticon. k my experience, not many people use smilies. Their most consistent use is among
groups of computer afficianados, or, among novice email users who have been told about them and feel that
they should use them. Now if we visited the worldwide website for Netiingo, which is concerned with
gathetig

information about techniques and devices for communicating in type but via electronic m-

we would find a couple of pages listing frequently UA smileys. Under their fist of detitions

for these

devices, they note that the smilies ‘compensate for the absenm of non-verbal clues’. Mphcifly the
definition indicates that the medium thinks of itse~as akin to od eommunieatio~ which rdso brings to
te’xtsa wdth

of non-verbal clues. Elsewhere in this site we can find fists of acronyms, such as WB: for

Welcome Back or WTG: for Way to Go, or -> for ‘Sarwtic tone of voice’, much in same way that we
might find the phrase TGW: Thank God it’s Friday, in a magde
saying

dear Lynette ~

article. But if I receive a message

WTG -> George

do I react differently from rewiving a handwritten memo, perhaps even a ad

with the words:

Dear Lynette, Welcome Back, Way to Go, Yours George
....7.
Part of the difference is of course the terseness of the computer message, which may be due to the
.

fact that M ed

conversation takes plaw over telephone bes at the moment and hence costs money. It

may dso be due to the way that emad encourages brief ‘hailings’ of others, that ae not intended to develop

,

into more extended didogue. They are similar to meeting someone on the street or in a corridor and
exchanging passing words, which is an event even more curtailed than ‘chat’. They are also part of a world
of small group cultures that has emerged on the Web. 1’11return to this area, but stilce it for now to say
that while one response from people using the enormous panorama of the Mormation Highway that the
Web has become, is to form discrete communities with a shard interest, another response has come from
those people who find the Web an ideal site for the construction of club cultures - cultures of enclosed sets
of assumptions that build the illusion of a seM<ontained world within WMCI as within most other club
cultures, codes of communication are not there simply for ease and utdity but to increase the i~usion of
completeness, and the exclusion of others.
As noted, the imphcit ground in the definition for some of these terms is that electronic
communication is closer to the oral than the written. C-y

there is a common currency in the phrase

that calls such communication ‘secondary ordi~’. I want to argue that electronic texts are just as died to
writing and to printing as to odity. To do so, and before I move onto a selection of electronic te~
take a bird’s eye view of 600 ymrs of nonmrd verbal texts, tittew
transcri~

are ju@g

printed and electronic – let’s dl them

verbal texts. The discussion that follows dips rather ~lddly

manuscript, the renaissance as that exciting period jugghg

I will

into the medievd as the age of

the ord with manuscript and print rather as we

the od with print and electronic, and the nineteenth century, as tie flowering of print. I wi~

be asking, have things redly changed? and if so, what?
****$***
Medieval texts

In the introduction to this lecture contained in the Gresbam College brochure, I defined the printed book as
something sold to the public by way of a bookseller, a tied physid

object. However, in the medievd

period none of this appfies in a recognizable way. For instance, there is not necessarily more than one copy
of a book particdarly within one geographic
the Dales, it is tiikely

that we til

region Ewe imagine a small group of houses nesfling in

find copies of the same book in each house. Hence the community that

circuhdes around the knowldge conveyed by the book rdso circdates around it as a physical object. For
example, mther than M

of this audienm having a copy of George Eliot’s Middlemarch,

and being able to

discuss it among ourselves, there will be one copy of the book held in a partictiar place to which we must
go if we want to rmd it. tice there, it is Mely that we will mat others who are there for the same r=so%
and the community for discussion will cirtiate
any more, except perhaps the f@y

around that specfic copy. Books are mrely treated this way

recipe book which is ofien in manuscrip~ with inserted pieces of print

or other handwritten recipes, and to which people turn for ~ditiond
interestin~y, for r~ipts

receipts Me christmas @es, or,

for preserves like pic~es and marmehdes. And there are vestiges of this

veneration of the book as a physid

object in the still fr~uentiy heard injunction to children ‘never to hurt

a book’. In this day and age, when we replace broken cups and phtes simply by going out to buy another,
why not do the same for books? Yet mmy of us stiU hd tie m-m~e~

of htivdti

books shocking.

In the medieval period, copies of books were constricted by tie scriptoria of many momsteries
~d some nunneries who mum kve made a subst~tial living from tie }~ork. ~ese
commissioned by individtis

copiesmayhavebeen

who tid tie money to purchase them, but may also have been part of the

world of inteuectial dissemimtion of the time. Mer au, ~ese locations were ~SO tie sites for considemble
thinking and debate. A momstery may kve wished to circulate the ideas of a particularly distinguished
thinker in the group, or people visitig my hve wanted to t~e copies of his [sic] work away. Let’s say 20
copies are made and sent out to receiving Iibmries, these fibraries will in turn become partly identfied by
them in a way more substantial than the casual judgement of today that says ‘Oh yes, she reads detective
fiction’, but will goon to form inteflectuml communities around them.
Remember too’that the copies are made by writing out by hand from handwritten teti. We ody
have to think about the idiosyncratic mture of handwriting to understand some of the ismes that would
come into play, from ~ltities

in rmding the origimd manuscript, to the temptation to correct statements

that the copier knows to be untrue, to remgnise the instabltity of the process. And medievd tefis,
famously, are ofien elaborately illustrated and displaye~ agti

a fiction

of the physid

intimacy that

people may have felt toward fiem. Certairdy, when they were read they were fiequentiy written upon: with
introductory rnateti,

with interteti

notes to sources or quotations, with intrateti

notes to other

places in the same manuscript that might be of interest to other readers, and with straightforward
commentary. Sometimes the commentaries became so long that they were copied out into their own books,
and in turn gave rise to other commentaries.
me story from these ideas that I would Me to tell here, is ra~y one of ~ders
are part of a community that legitimates physid

who feel that they

interaction with the page in front us. me knowltige on

the page is never in isolatio~ and the tew although writteq is fle.tible.
Renaissance texts

What these issues of production and medium indicate is the on-going concern that the written page maybe
irruuod because it cannot respond to its audience direcdy. Hence the rwder may read out of conteti,
receive the wrong impression and act on the wrong ids. ~s
have given in this series, and wfll continue into the new l-eon

worry has informed ti the lectures that I
HyperteXs. -g

the renaissance, in

England from the hte ffieenth to the early seventeenth centuries, the concern about the ‘absent writer’ was
at the heart of literary debate, probably e=mrbatd

by the clash of manuscript and print ctitures. H we

look at the early printed books of the late fift&nti century, it is clear that they are trying to look like
manuscripts, but they have very litie rnargindian commentary – it is as if the reading communities have
been erased from the printed page.
me conditions of producing and receiving the books change dnuuatidly

with the introduction of

print Scriptotia are replaced by printing presses, and the people who work in the printshop may have
nothing at rdl to do with the writer whose book they are printing. htead

of a lot of people constructing

different copies, there are relatively small number of people producing hge numbers of na-identid
items. What does this do to the status of the teti? W

of a painting in the Natioti

Wlery and the

posters downstairs in the Gallery Shop. Think of Philip Sidney, who never permitted any of his poetry to be
printe~ prefering the more prestigious medium of manuscript. Thi~

indeed, of people tork~ywho take

publication in electronic form less seriously than publication in print,...
On the whole, instead of individually commissioned copies, for an intimate community, print
allows for much wider distribution of texts. It is easier to produce copies, and much cheaper, although not
yet within the reach of many labourers. Furthermore, the reasons for producing the copies changes. Print is
a capital intensive business, a risk venture with aU tie money for production up front before sales can be
predicted let alone guaranteed, and with a lot of money tied up in space and equipment. Wters
assessing their audiences, doing basic market research, needing to make their money back. h

will be
essential

ingredient for this new &t of relations is the bookseller, sometimes one and the same with the printer but
often an independent operator. The booksellers in London during the sixteenth century worked rdongside
their printing colleagues, in a remarkably compact area of London. Side by side with their competitors,
booksellers and printers trying to distribute their wares may well have developed persoti

relationships

with their customers, acting in effect as editors of a fist of books that the buyer cotid depend upon.
Nevertheless, instead of comrntities
encourages individti

r~ding

of people able to discuss a sd

number of texts in detail, print

possibly without any oudet for discussion. Despite tie fact that the books

become public, are published, the relation to the text becomes rather private.
Other attendant Mldties
of producing and cirdating

included censorship, patronage and copyright. With a medium capable

large numbers of books, there are obvious issues of government and social

control. For the first two centies

of printing this was effected by way of Iimnsing the printers, and the

printer was clearly at the centre of the hub. Writers did not necessarily earn anything from their efforts, and
when they did so, it was often by way of their patron. Copyright resided with the fit

printer to get the

book into print or the first to register the book with the Stationers’ company. The writer ody received
copyright to their work in 1711, and even the~ up unti the midde of the nineteenth untury, usually sold it
onto the printer in order to get the work into circulation Ml of these issues Mected the relationship
between the reader and tie writer, but most of d~ the private act of rading. Tetis even not are never
written in isolatiou and mrely read in isolation – we -y

buy books on the basis of recommendations.

&d during the period 1475-1695 there are growing respon~s to the n~
Let’s return to margtian
and more mar@m

comment once more. Gmdtily

for ti~sion

and interacdom

during this period you can fmd more

comment creeping into’the book, but it’s printed. ~t

it was si~cant

is indicate

by the sheer extent of margindian comment in the mid-seventeenth wntury. MiltoR for example, had to be
courageous not to put in mar~ia.

Don McKetie

notes that printers tied to recrate the spati

dynamics

of speaker and audience in a number of different ways, and quotes Wton saying that he had ‘to club
quotations with men whose l-g

and belief lies in mar-

He dso quotes one Thomas Bl&e apologizing that ‘Some will

Mlngs...

and horse-loads of citations’.

Cornphin
of a naked Marx

but that he was

away from his books when the sermon was being prepared for the press. ~d further, that the quotations
would either have been ‘friends’ to MSargument and therefore c~enged,

or else ‘a&ersaries’ and

provoke persoml offences md &s@ste. Hence tie ~gi~

note was p~y

equiv~ent to the challenge and

provocation of oral debate, as opposed to the conventioml use of the footnote in the twentieth cent~,
which is to close down debate.
Slightly earlier, but part of the same conce~ you may find qpgraphy

kinds of argument or poetic. George Puftenham k.4rte of English

between speakers, or between ~erent
Poesie ( 1589) argues tit

being used to differentiate

di~ond-skpd

tefi, or lozenge-skped tefi, or ~rdlel

tetis, all have d~erent

argumentative weight for the reader. More well known are George Herbert’s typographic e~riments
verse in such poems as The Temple. Ner

with

typographic techniques were dso developed. About 100 years

tier the introduction of print books begin to be paginatd patiy, I suspect, because it made reference to
specific passages easier when two or more pedple were discussing a teti from their own copies. With
pagination came the flourishing of indices, at first simply tables relating to the progress of the pagination
but soon developing into dphabetid

indefig

seventeenth mntury, and imposing @da

and becoming quite sophisticated by the rnidde of the
structures of knowledge on the teti. me book dso begins to

squire a tide-page, a table of contents, and sometimes a fist of subscribers; and there were the various
addresses to the patro~ the reader, the colleague, ach mnveying various degrees of flattery and seduction
By the early seventeenth century it is common to fid a lot of introductory mate~
tildavits

by other people,

like the quotes on the back covers of books today, indicating an intellti

community at work

into which the reader is invited. And on a hger scale, it is notable that the late si~eenth and the early
seventeenth Wnturies are fi~ed with discussions about genre: Ptiy

a response to the arrival of clwsid

learning, but dso a response to the work that genre does in acting as a handshake between the writer and
the reader that orients the reading of the te~ I have mentioned Puttenham who writes etiensively on genre,
and in the nefi lecture I will look briefly, at the development of the ‘essay’ as an early form of hyperteti.
me push toward involving the reader, or, d~g

with the writer’s absenm, came to a h=d in the

late seventeenth century with developments in newWapers and particu~ly in magazines. Newspapers,
because of the btit-in local community audience and the Iowerti finan~
printing spread from bndon

throughout Engtid.

and the slow evolution of the ma-e
tily

addresses a SXIC

With that Wrmd came the regioti

Enghsh book trade

which is, tier W, a community of writers within one issue, and

community of readers. An important change was the relationship the ma-e

offered between the reader and the editor, for emple
introduced a fdiar

risk became the way that

Addison and Steele in their S~tator,

which

editonrd voice. Readers were dso encoumged to write in to correspondence columns,

and were even used as a source of free copy, often contributing articles, as we~ as serirdised fiction which,
frustratin@y, they were under no obligation to mmplete.
Nineteenth Centu~ texts
fie

nineteenth cenw

saw the relationship between writer and reader, ofien by way of an editor, adtissed

rather sharply in the periodid

press. From the 18WS to the 1880s printing and publishing went through

technologicrd changes at least as efiensive as those we have seen over the past 30 years of the electronic
revolution. Possibly the most important of the changes, which included the bra

up of linm ten was the

gradual sophistication of the visti

image. By the 1890s millions of illustrated mag~ines were selling each

week. In a country with a population less than 25 million. The Boys @vn Paper sold over 100,000/week,
Home Chat and T;t Bits each sold between 600,000 and l.000,000/week. In order to manage the volume of

matend, the type of magatine prolifemted: there were magafies
the lady, for the traveling salesw

for boys, for girls, for the housewife, for

for the sportsman, for the an@er and so OR Another vital element in

managing the volume of print was the growing role of editors. me period was the heyday of the editor, the
one person who ‘managed’ au the disparate voices that were becoming avaibble. From Samuel Beeton to
Charles Dickens and WiUiam ~ckeray,

the editorial voice was at the centre of the relationship with the

reader. Laurel Brake tells the story of Oscar Wilde who took over from Arnold Bennett, the 1880s editor of
Woman known to the readem as ‘Isabel’. Wilde is credited not otiy with turning Woman into a rnagzine of

ideas and reviews for women, which was most unusti,
within the de

homosed

but also with constructing a ptilel

community of London encoded in the pages of the periodid

readership
by the viti

display of women’s clothes being modelled by men and boys.
*****
As with change of any kind, noveIty and stmngeness will initially encourage the participants to an
interactive exchange as they learn about how things work. me ~ltity
habituated to partitiar

comes when people have become

techniques, because the engagement ofien loses imaginative energy. We can

recognise this quite clearly in the contempo~

attitude to mazes

as of subordinate aesthetic value

compared with the book, even though they developed in the way they did precisely to engage rmders mther
than to impose upon them Just so, many developments in computing have grown out of the attempts made
in books to encourage an active rehtionship between the writer and the rtider despite the fact that writing
opens a space beween tie~

and yet they inexombly move toward conventions that are not welcoming to

tie reader. For example, databa%s: databases are elaborations on indices, md as such are thereto make
teti

material more flexible; yet they are dso s~ctures that are used to grid down upon mata

within categories that are assumed ratier than questioned. Sitiarly
offer elaborations on visual argument close to ~ttenham’s

spreadsheets and statistics: statistics

lomnges and diamonk, hey deal with probable

resdts, and produce shapes Me bar charts that seem immediately to ~gge~ si@mce
physid

shape. But as we dl know, they dso maniptite

fix it

through their

and re-structure materird into desired

significance. me more disengaged they become from the context of the reader or the writer, the less
interacdon goes on.
At the h-

of these elabomtions are ideas about the rebtionship between the writer and the

reader, Database progranuners probably don’t want a relationship with their rmders, but rders

ignore the

assumptions of the program at their peril. Unti very recentiy people writing in computer-aided genres
avoided the literary, and stuck to what appearti to be ‘hard facts’ which n~ed

no relation~p.

me early

twentieth century use of data for the Census, and the developments from mid<entury by for example the
United States Defence Departmen4 were in fact using techniques developed to make books mo~ flefible .

like indices. However, in their Ck

to isolation and neutii~,

in Weir deni~ ofay

relationship tith

their readers, these techniques ~c~e

mechanistic ~d alienating. Anyone who has worked with computers

for more than 10 years will remember the appalling vestiges of that attitude in the vocabda~
‘commad’,

of

‘execute’ ad ‘a~fi’; some of these. like ‘kill file’, are stall with US.

Many different factors intervened to ctige

this relationship, but, I would suggest, the most

important of these has been tie Internet, what we now tend to refer to as the Web. tie

of the reasons that

earlier apphcations could deny a rehtionship with an audience, is that they were made by and used by
people with stiar

backgroun& and outiooks who could infer enough of what tiey needed to know. me

Web has changed dl that. Many users are computer novices who know litie about programming and
nothing about hardware. MSO,and possibly more to the point, Web readers pay mch time they uw the
facility, so if it doesn’t keep on engaging them in pleasant or at least acceptable ways, they will stop using
it. I would like now to t&e a lwk at an wly e~riment

in &g

the computer a place where writers and

readers cotid interact in an environment conducive to the verbal arts.
Swi~Current

SwiftCurrent was an e~rirnent

run by Fred Wah and Frank Davey from 1983 to 1987, and a brief

transformation into Sticurrent

2 occurred shotiy tier. As such, it was one of the fti

e~riments

in the

field and set a number of parameters for future developments. ~ey used a database structure as a tool to
enable writers to ‘W’ to ach other about work in progress, to refine their writing, to ‘publish’ it
electronicrdly and event~y

to publish it in book form. Users codd define which members of the

electronic community (there were between 40X0 subscribers) cotid read their work in progress, which
could comment on that work who could then read sub~uent
end-product (ustiy

pofished drafts, and who codd read the finrd

dl the subscribers). At the same time, users codd dso define whose work they

wanted to read, so that you codd eliminate writers whose work you ditit
looking a~ in effect acting as editor of your own pem~y

selected ma-e

requirements of SwiftCurrent was that subscribers had to ~dy

want to be bothered with
of writing. tie

of the

have pubhshed at least one book. With

SwifiCurrent 2, this no longer held. me second ve~ion of the site attemptd to be more responsive to the
need for community building, and to the potential of the interchange for the supportive development of new
work and new writers. Both versions offerti an overarching structure of generic ~tegories like ‘poetry’,
‘criticism’ and so on, to make it easier to move around dl the fiormatiom and in this, as well as many
other elemen@ they anticipated the structure of sites now operating on the Web, by which Stitient
has been superseded,
Frank Davey, one of the founders, has pointed out in a number of titles
structure fundamentily changes the rader-writer~tor

that the electronic

relationship, especially in the conditions

governing the production and reception of the tetis. me reader is actively involved, even able, when
permitted by a writer, to change the words on the page – tis, of course, is not unud

in the pre-

publication phase of any writing in which fiends and relations ofien get involvd, but it is a radical
departure for a ‘published’ teti. me writer is not sacrosanct -- not that they had not previously W*
but the e~rience

this,

of the medium sharpens its intensity. Davey rdso notes that he suspects writers desire the

more conventional experience of publication which lay at the end of SwiftCurren~ because it idealises the
text (and author). Elsewhere he has suggested that electronic sites are often places where novice writers can
participate helptily

in communities of other writers; they can learn a lot, and more to the point, they can

get some imediate

recognition. SwiftCurrent received far more feedback in terms of response and

reviewing than any print publication would have done. However, for more established writers the
e~rience

may, because of the sheer number of participants, be draining.

Editors, Gatetieprs,

and Navigational Aids

What Davey’s account, and the structure of SwiftCurrenL leaves out is the editor (it also leaves out the
designer, but I’ll get to that in a minute). Miters working for publishing houses are there precisely to sift
through dl the submissions and to decide on the appropriat~ess of selected items for the larger list that the
house is trying to present. ~ey do an immense amount of work for their readem, although they may dso
act as authoritative gatekeepers who restrict what w be published, It is interesting that the ‘draining’
qtity

of severrd large fistservers for writers, is modtiated in the recenfly constructed ‘Literature Ordine’

website from Chadwyck Haley, by the employment of a professioti
poeo,

feedbackon submitted

writer. ~s

person offers tutofis

on

poems, a moderation of the responses to the tutorials, and they rdso sel~

once a week one poem from among the mbmitted poems, for study by any of the subscribers – these
responses dso Ming moderated. Effectively this writer is acting as an editor and a teacher, and is certahdy
in a position of authority and power, mther than being just another user. A different kind of cad
relationship builds up among the subscribers which is far more frm and easy. But this begs the question:
who is the writer? Chadwyck H4ey.

bmuse the website is a teti in itseW the person who writes the

program? the professionrd writer? tie writer-subscribers? And who is the rmder? the subscriber who
responds to the professional writer’s work? to the other writing? or the visitor who responds to the site as a
whole?
Electronic publication has the potential for the first redly radicd shift in rwder-writer
rehtiouships since the periodid

of the eighteenth century, and is possibly more revolutionary than any

shift since the introduction of print in the ~eenth.

Electronic media make it possible to be your own

publisher at relatively litie co% and the ove~l financial risk of publishing is considerably dirninishd.
@ing into a bookshop may be like going into a Warder

shop, where you flip through the pages of a

mtiogue, possibly look at the ‘sample copy’, or tisten to it and then order it. You codd get your book on
disk, on paper and unboun~ on paper and bound, or on tape. You cotid even design it yoursefi, choosing a
practicrd lmge print edition, or a gift designed version. And ‘out of print’ wodd have no meaning, there
wotid be no more risk of producing too many copies, no more ~orage COaS,no more shipping costs. And
of course, you wotitit

even need to go to a bookshop. we m aheady visit ~ON.COM

to order a

book via the Web, or view the literature lists to check out the first ch~tem of tie most recent novels before
purchasing. Eventually we will be able to printout books in our own homes.
Ml of this could be liberator and participatory, but witi mch opn access to the verbrd arts wbt
hpp

to the ‘author’, to contracts, ~pyright ad musorstip7 ne

‘au~or’ is a ~n~pt

fiat comes whh

.

capitalism: a writer able to earn enough from their writing to live is given uuthor;~ over the te.ti so they
have the right to profit by any copies that are made: copyright. Both ideas ~e ~-rapped Up in the concept of
the individd

as articulated by Iibed democratic politics. For my

writers, patrons gave way to contracts,

especially as authorship became a viable profession in the nineteenth century. If writing is so easy to get
access to on the Web, who will pay the writer? WiU they be able to live from their earnings? When Davey
suggests that writers crave the id~isation

of their work in the printed hok, do tiey not dso crave the

potential for earnings that comes with the contract with the publisher? It is certairdy the case that for the
momen~ because of the extensive powers of publishing houses to select and reject, the fact of print
publication a~ows a writer to call themselves an author, to lineup for grants, for promotio~ for reward. K
they are not paid much direcfly for the book, a selected few may earn a lot indirecdy. But writers on the
Web are two-a-penny, a dime a dozen.
Perhaps this is the way the democratisiug of writing has to go. At the moment reading writing on
the Web is filtrating

just because there is so much of it. A student recentiy askd me what was the

Werence between a book that was diffitit

to r~d because it was bady writte~ and one that was ~ldt

to read because it was innovative and c~lenging
cannot tell the Merence.

us to new experiences with words. Au isolated rader

k effect, enterprising readers ofien have to take the chmce that the effort they

are expending on a new text will, after a month or longer, have been a waste of time – although I personally
think any reading engagement teaches us something. We each have to have a reason for committing our
time and energy to an interactive r~ding, especially since the Web makes it possible for people to make
public, writing that print publishers wotid never touch because it doesn’t fit into their generic categories.
Ind@

the Web has &dy

devised its own quivaleut to the bookshop, with its generic categories

inherited from the renaissance, in the mvigatioti

browsers that are avtiable to move around it: Netscape,

Mta Vis@ Yahoo, etc. Go and visit one: they demoustmte the same problem as any subject guide in a
libmry: the categories never seem to fit exacfly what it is one wants to know. ~ey are helpful, but they k
knowledge into areas that construct particular views on how society work, they define the environment for
our thinking and hence for our acdons. Faced with the volume of information no doubt we need them But
we run the risk of being enclosed within parameters over which we have litie control.
Furthermore, I have no doubt that soon, the Web will hold sites that offer to act as
GuidedGatekeepers to the verbal arts. ~ey may work by sfig
placed in the highways and b~ays
readedcriticdreviewers

through readers’ responses obscurely

of the Web and the tistservers, by hiring professional

to assess work on the Web, by acting as an editor and collecting on one site the

‘valued’ writing they have chosen. It is perftiy

possible to charge a subscription fee for entry to a site,

and this wodd be a simple way of paying some of the costs. Printing off horn the site codd dso be
charged for, and yield income. Yet while writers codd be paid according to how many times r=ders visit
their work, or how long they spend there, this would be likely to muse problems. Perhaps the Web Guides
to Litemture wi~ become tie new patrons, instituting communities of readers around the physical object of

,

the website, the text we read that has supplanted the library, the printer and bookseller, in order to get
access to the written word in the fwst place. Whatever else, the status of ‘author’ will be in flux for a while.
The Web also makes possible far greater reader/writer interaction and engagement: Not merely as
part of a word-game that is technica~y loosened up by the electronic possibilities of choosing the hero’s
hair colour, but inte@ly

in the work itseti. This latter activity is so fundamentally alien to western readers

and writers that I suspect that there will be enormous resistance to it. Some people have argued that the
Mdti-User-Dungeons, MUDs, which are sites where users adopt rmd construct characters that then phy out
narratives devised by the actions of =ch member of the group, are a new form of integrated writing and
mding. They may well be. However, guideties for their use are far from cl=,

the etiquette is not

elaborated, and users have been abused and hurt. To avoid this, many users stick to fairly conventional
role-playing that offers the satisfactions of genre, but this is My
boundaries of our e~rienm

interactive engagement that extends the

of life and ability to value and act.

~nsorship is, notoriously, one of the kgest issues concerning the Web precisely because we do
not yet know the guidelines for behavio~. There is, for example, an enormous amount of pornographic
materird on the Web, and it is not always CIW what to avoid. me of the problems is that the Web is @obd,
and there are not ordy different attitudes to what is acceptable in other societies, but dso different ways of
portraying experience. The issue is partitiarly
heavyweight politid

acute in the area of satire and irony, which can be

tools. Critiques made in either of these generic modes neces~y

have to ded with

the materird that is being criticised. The closer the critique comes to mimicking the structure and patterns of
the criticised, the sharper it W be, the more teltig the commen~.
cases, the critique can look like the activity being critici~.

Yet to an outsider, in very many

For example, in the kte 80s and early 90s the

pop singer Madonna made a number of videos satirizing se% Eti@on and violence, but a large proportion
of her audience thought she was endorsing them. H ~nsorship enacts a society’s ‘bottom line’ or tolerance
level, as much will have to do with the interpretation of the art form as with the subject matter itse~. ~d
censorship draws on -c

ideas of human ‘rights’ which mayor may not hold from one phce to another.

The Web is stfil ftily open, although it is not as democratic as it used to be, and if there is a case for
guidelines about acceptable behaviour, we must tread very care~ly. @er the pm 500 years of printed
media one consistent fact is that the more cen~tip

there is, the more Wople will produce materird to be

censord.
Design, T~o~aphy

and Poetics

However, this is dl about tie way that the electronic rwolution has med
of production and receptio~ what about the mtimn

tie larger terms of engagement

it~W I will look in my next lecture at one of the more

interesting stmctures that has been introduced by tie el~onic

~olution:

h~fiefi.

But I wodd like to

end this discussion with a brief look at design and tie ways in wtich fie facfities of mmputers have
cbgd
the _

our approaches to the @out of the page. H sficu~nt

o~t~

page, the Web sites of a decade later look far mo~ me ~~e

a cyclostyld or mimeographed piece of samitidat literature, whe~s

ti a ftirlY st~w

format of

pges. SwiftCurrent resembled
tie format of Chadwyck-HAey’s

Literature Mine

is a sophisticated display of ‘visual bites’, analogous to the short, digestible-in-seconds,

sound bites of television and radio reporting. In Fact, sites such as the recent &den Shakespeare website,
seti-consciously attempt to display status by finding a hlf way houw &tween sophi~icated visuals and an
andogue to the printed page. It is sl~lc~t

tit

the written on the eye, offers a lot of white ~ce

tie

Netlingo

site, w~ch

momd tie @d

is acutely aware

of the impact of

%ctions, ~d plays with colour rather

than typeface. Many sites are wil~y excessive, as was Victorim ~ogmphy

in the flush of the new and

asy methods for producing novelty designs.
Just as an early medievrd reader wotid have been faced with a solid block of writing, with no
punctuation and no spacing between the words, and would then have prdti

to punctuate it for

themselves, today’s user of some electronic texts is expected to participate in the grammar, ~tiC

and

rhetoric of the text in front of them The use of smileys or emoticons is remarkably similar to Mexander
Pope’s use of the asterisk, the bracket, the excl~tion

mark md so 0~ in 1723, to indimte to the reader of

Shakespeare’s texts, points of irony, beauty, or partiti

si~mce.

Even wfier, at the start of the

renaissance, the parenthesis marks ( ) codd indicate either a subordinate reti

or a point of emphasis, the

latier being quite unconventional in modem usage. ~ products of an education system that has focused on
teaching us rading skifls from the age of 5 unti at 1-15,

we tend to forget that W these typographic

conventions had to be invented, discussed and put into cirtiation.ti
&rge

a larger scale, but sti~ typographic,

Ryman’s Web novel, 253, offers a guide to the narrative that is shaped like an underground map.

But such viti

descriptions of sory are found throughout printed literature, in for example, the writing of

Laurenm Steme’s Tristiam Shari@, in the kte eight=nth century.
To return to my Canaditi&ian

coll~gue Uma Paramesw~

correspondence: during the barely k-month
swiffly. She dropped the deys,

email excbge

and her novice email

we hel~ her style elaboratd incredibly

but increasin~y adopted her writer’s voice, with an exuberant fluidity

that responds to the loose texture of the mediq

moving from

isn’t this great that i have figured out (ahnost) how to get tis going ....
to:
This e-mail medium is so fm, it makes me di~

= with elation or trepidatio~ I have yet to figure

out !
to:
>my muse wed to k kindy, it’s a bit rough right now but stifl hangs around
>making life ~tit

....

re: agreeing to being moved to the 4:45 session, let me think.

shodd I

grant a favour to anyone who refers to the Muse as it and not she?
to:
a loaf of b~d

a flask of wine and thou beside me on email and even

winnipeg were paradise enow.
.

hd

as her confidence grew she dso began to use the space of the computer disphy to good effect:

.4.

spoke to rina last night – she was away for three days.
she said the package she mailed to geetha came back, and so
she’s mailed it to you – about four days ago.
she said she’d ca}lgeetha early morning your time.

tith
me brief clauses, whose endings almost claim the status of sentence,

theirpithy factual

shorthand and

insistent repetition of ‘she’ that turns into the overload of, ‘she’ ‘she’ ‘she’s’ ‘she’ she’s’, dramatically
reconstruct an almost de-te

attempt to pin down an amorphous mass of events, times and scheddes.

Even the possibly inadvertent central couplet rhyme of ‘so’ and ‘ago’, brings rdl these events into balance
around the second and third he, but spinning into the first and out of the mend. Mthough the interlacing
of ‘three days’ (line 1) ‘gmtha’ (tie 2) ‘four days’ (line 3) and ‘geetha’ (line 4) mitigates this effect a htie,
the semantic M

from an impticit ‘I’ and ‘she’ in the fit

two lines to ‘she’, ‘you’ and ‘your’ in the

=cond two lines, follows the direction of intentiow as if the speaker is now pushing MS event away from
her and toward the ‘you’. Whatever else, tis writer has a distinctive and engaging voim that is making the
most of the ape

that this as-yet unconventional medium mnfers.

What is intere~g
since classid

is that the writer has returnd to the poetic devices of writing as fomd in te-

Greece, and with a partidar

awareness of spatial arrangement that has informed literature

since the sitieenth century and the printed word. me kge structures of production and reception may
begin to mimic tie conventions of od transmission partidarly
the writer. However, dike

the od

these te-

are not ephemd.

in areas of collaboration and the status of
mere is a record of every versiou and

this ties issues of the narrative copyright typical of od societies, into issues of typographic copfi@
typicrd of print societies, h additio~ although the sdl
encourage a seH<ensorship stiar

communities that form around parddar

websites,

to that of the orrd performance, the fact of the globrd audience for tetis

on the Web, complicates the issue of censorship and crdls on many re@tory

devices forrnukted for print.

But at he level of the page, tie medium is till by and large resolutely tied to the poetics of the
written Hyperteti cotid change rdl that
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